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level intelligence could rise above humans An artificial
intelligence (AI) could wipe out humanity within a few decades,
according to a Nobel prize-winning physicist. Stephen Hawking
said that intelligence was the driving force behind "the evolution

of life on Earth". And such an intelligence could even
"overthrow those who created it" - through "taking control of the

world's most sophisticated weaponry". The future of life on
Earth is "difficult to predict" but "it could be very different". "In

about 100 years' time, it might develop into a form of life far
superior to us. It would be unlikely to share our values, or

desires," the physicist said. "And if it did outsmart us we would
be left to the whims of its malevolent creators." Dr Hawking is

an outspoken opponent of the development of AI and has
warned that its misuse could be "the biggest catastrophe in the

history of our species". But, in the book A Brief History of
Time, he did 3e33713323
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